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Summary 
Rough sleepers are vulnerable to coronavirus (Covid-19); they are more likely to have 
underlying health conditions than the wider population and to face difficulties in following 
public health advice on self-isolation, social distancing and hygiene. They can also face 
barriers in accessing public health information and healthcare. Shared facilities used by 
rough sleepers – such as day centres, hostels and night shelters – increase the risk of 
transmission of the virus.  

The Covid-19 outbreak in spring 2020 prompted an unprecedented public health 
response from the UK Government, local authorities and the voluntary sector to protect 
the rough sleeping population. 

‘Everyone In’ Initiative 
On 26 March 2020, the Government asked local authorities in England to “help make 
sure we get everyone in”. The Chief Executive of the charity Crisis, Jon 
Sparkes, described the Government’s request as a “landmark moment.” 

In response, local authorities across the country sought to ensure that people sleeping 
rough and in accommodation where it was difficult to self-isolate (such as shelters and 
assessment centres) were safely accommodated to protect them, and the wider public, 
from the risks of Covid-19. This was an enormous challenge for local authorities, who 
block-booked hotel rooms, secured other en-suite accommodation (e.g. B&Bs, student 
accommodation, holiday rentals etc) and worked with partners to ensure that those 
accommodated had the food, medical care and support they required. 

The Government supported the ‘Everyone In’ initiative with £3.2 million in funding and 
guidance. Announcing the emergency funding, the Secretary of State for Housing, 
Communities and Local Government, Robert Jenrick, said: 

Public safety and protecting the most vulnerable people in society from coronavirus 
is this government’s top priority. We are working closely with councils and charities 
to ensure they have the support they need throughout this period. 

Next Steps Accommodation Programme 
The Government set up a rough sleeping taskforce, spearheaded by Dame Louise 
Casey, to lead the next phase of the Government’s support for rough sleepers. 

The taskforce is working with local authorities, charities, faith groups and other partners to 
ensure that as few people as possible return to life on the streets after the Covid-19 
emergency. To enable this the Next Steps Accommodation Programme is providing 
two distinct funding streams for local authorities and their partners in 2020/21: 

─ £105 million for shorter-term/interim accommodation and immediate 
support (of which £91.5 million has been allocated to 274 local authorities 
and the remaining £13.5 million will be used to enable local authorities to 
tackle new or emerging challenges). 

─ £161 million to deliver 3,300 units of longer-term, move-on 
accommodation and support - to date over £150 million has been allocated 
to 276 schemes across England which are expected to deliver by March 2021. 

The Government also made £23 million available in 2020/21 to tackle the substance 
dependence treatment needs of rough sleepers. This funding will be administered by 
Public Health England. 

 

https://www.gov.uk/government/news/274-councils-set-to-receive-housing-support-for-vulnerable-people
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/funding-allocated-for-3-300-new-homes-for-rough-sleepers
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Winter provision for rough sleepers 
On 13 October 2020, the Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local Government 
(MHCLG) announced a package of support to protect rough sleepers over the winter: 

• A £10 million Cold Weather Fund to support local authorities to provide self-
contained and Covid-secure accommodation. 

• £2 million to enable faith and community groups to provide Covid-secure 
accommodation. 

• Operating guidance to the sector to help night shelters open more safely, as a 
last resort and where not doing so would endanger lives. 

A new ‘Protect Programme’, announced in November 2020 and backed by £15 million, 
will target support at ten local areas with high numbers of rough sleepers, with a 
particular focus on protecting those deemed clinically vulnerable. The Government has 
also asked all local authorities to update their rough sleeping plans and carry out a rapid 
assessment of need for everyone they accommodate.  

In total, the Government has allocated over £700 million ring-fenced funding in 2020/21 
to support rough sleepers and those at risk of rough sleeping. 

Spending Review 2020 
At Spending Review 2020 the Chancellor confirmed a total of £676 million resource 
funding for rough sleeping and homelessness in 2021/22. The Government also 
committed £87 million of capital funding in 2021/22 to support the delivery of long-term 
accommodation for rough sleepers. 

Impact of measures to support rough sleepers 
The Government’s ‘Everyone In’ initiative has been credited with protecting rough sleepers 
and saving lives during the Covid-19 emergency. 

On 18 April 2020 the Government reported that in England over 90% of rough sleepers 
(more than 5,400) known to local authorities at the beginning of the crisis had been 
offered accommodation as a result of ‘Everyone In’. 

By September 2020, 10,566 people were in emergency accommodation and 18,911 
people had been provided with settled accommodation or move on support. 

Homelessness organisations report that bringing everyone in has given them the 
opportunity to engage with and support many people who had previously been hard to 
reach, helping them to move on from rough sleeping. However, they also report that the 
flow of new rough sleepers onto the streets has continued throughout the pandemic and 
they have experienced increased demand for their services.  

According to the Local Government Association (LGA), discussions with councils suggest a 
varying picture, with levels of rough sleeping in some areas much reduced from the start 
of the pandemic, whilst in other areas levels remain the same or have increased. 

Data from the Combined Homelessness and Information Network (CHAIN) show that 
between July and September 2020 the number of people seen sleeping rough in London 
fell to 3,444, a 14% decrease from the same period the previous year.  

Comment 
Local authorities have welcomed the additional emergency funding to help them respond 
to the Covid-19 outbreak. However, the level of funding for homelessness services 

https://www.gov.uk/government/news/rough-sleepers-to-be-helped-to-keep-safe-this-winter
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/spending-review-2020-documents
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remains a concern. In addition, the LGA has criticised the fragmented, short-term and 
resource-intensive competitive nature of current funding and called for long-term and 
sustainable homelessness funding. 

There is widespread concern over how local authorities can continue to support those 
with no recourse to public funds (NRPF) due to their immigration status. 

As winter approaches, the Government’s decision to allow communal night shelters for 
rough sleepers to reopen has been criticised. 

The shortage of suitable move-on accommodation in many areas of the country remains a 
significant problem. Furthermore, the sector is concerned that homelessness levels may 
surge once the Government’s temporary coronavirus housing, welfare and employment 
support measures come to an end and the full economic impact of the Covid-19 outbreak 
starts to take effect 

Stakeholders have called for further measures to prevent homelessness, including: the 
national roll-out of Housing First; changes to the UK welfare system; protections for 
private renters; and increased investment in social rented housing. 

The Housing, Communities and Local Government (HCLG) Select Committee published 
the interim report of its inquiry to assess the impact of the coronavirus crisis on 
homelessness, rough sleeping and the private rented sector on 22 May 2020. The report 
urged the Government to implement three key measures to protect rough sleepers against 
the impact of coronavirus: 

• Provide local authorities with an annual £100 million dedicated funding 
stream to end rough sleeping in England once and for all. 

• Compensate local authorities for provision offered to rough sleepers with no 
recourse to public funds as a result of the crisis and publish guidance on 
councils’ use of discretion in these circumstances. 

• Boost the immediate availability of appropriate supported housing, by 
providing targeted grant funding for local authorities and housing associations 
to acquire properties and removing restrictions on Right to Buy receipts. 

The Government’s response to the Committee was published on 25 June 2020. 

The HCLG Committee has issued a further call for evidence to understand how effective 
Government support has been in tackling the negative impact of Covid-19 on tenants, 
landlords, rough sleepers and the homelessness. The deadline for submissions is Friday 27 
November. 

Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland 

Housing policy is a devolved area. The paper briefly outlines the key measures in Scotland, 
Wales and Northern Ireland to protect rough sleepers during the Covid-19 emergency. 

 

 

 

 

https://committees.parliament.uk/work/271/impact-of-covid19-coronavirus-on-homelessness-and-the-private-rented-sector/
https://committees.parliament.uk/work/271/impact-of-covid19-coronavirus-on-homelessness-and-the-private-rented-sector/
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/protecting-rough-sleepers-and-renters-government-response-to-the-select-committee-report
https://committees.parliament.uk/work/271/impact-of-covid19-coronavirus-on-homelessness-and-the-private-rented-sector/news/120110/impact-of-covid19-on-tenants-landlords-rough-sleepers-relaunched/
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1. Support for rough sleepers 

1.1 Background 
Rough sleeping is the most extreme form of homelessness and many 
rough sleepers have high levels of complex needs. Many people who 
sleep rough do not have a statutory right to accommodation under the 
homelessness legislation,1 for example because they are not deemed to 
be in a ‘priority need’ category or are ineligible due to their immigration 
status. 

Successive governments have put in place initiatives to tackle rough 
sleeping. In 2018 the Government published a Rough Sleeping Strategy 
which was described as “the beginning of a nine year policy to ensure 
no one has to sleep rough again”.2 The current Conservative 
Government has committed to end rough sleeping by the end of this 
Parliament, and announced in February 2020 that Dame Louise Casey 
would be leading a review to advise what more can be done to reduce 
rough sleeping.3 

The 2019 official count of rough sleepers in England recorded 4,266 
people sleeping rough, this represents a fall of 9% on 2018 but an 
increase of 141% on the 2010 count (1,768).4  The Secretary of State 
for Housing, Communities and Local Government, Robert Jenrick, 
welcomed the decrease in numbers of rough sleepers saying, “the 
Government’s strategy is working” but acknowledged that “We are 
acutely aware of the scale of the challenge before us.”5 

1.2 ‘Everyone In’ Initiative 
Rough sleepers are vulnerable to coronavirus (Covid-19); they are more 
likely to have underlying health conditions than the wider population 
and to face difficulties in following public health advice on self-isolation, 
social distancing and hygiene. They can also face barriers in accessing 
public health information and healthcare. Shared facilities used by 
rough sleepers – such as day centres, hostels and night shelters – may 
increase the risk of transmission of the virus. 

The Covid-19 outbreak in England in spring 2020 prompted an 
unprecedented emergency public health response from the UK 
Government, local authorities and the voluntary sector to protect the 
rough sleeping population. 

On 17 March 2020 the Government announced £3.2 million in 
emergency funding for local authorities to help rough sleepers 
during the Covid-19 outbreak. The funding was intended to reimburse 

 
1  Local authorities’ duties towards homeless people are contained in Part 7 of the 

Housing Act 1996 (as amended). 
2  MHCLG, CM 9685, Rough Sleeping Strategy 2018, August 2018, Executive 

Summary 
3  HC Deb 27 February 2020 cc501-2  
4  House of Commons Library briefing paper SN02007: Rough Sleeping (England), April 

2020, Summary 
5  HC Deb 27 February 2020 cc501-3 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/the-rough-sleeping-strategy
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/3-2-million-emergency-support-for-rough-sleepers-during-coronavirus-outbreak
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/733421/Rough-Sleeping-Strategy_WEB.pdf
https://hansard.parliament.uk/Commons/2020-02-27/debates/FCFCCFDC-D76E-406D-825E-EA914492E19F/RoughSleeping
https://commonslibrary.parliament.uk/research-briefings/sn02007/
https://hansard.parliament.uk/commons/2020-02-27/debates/FCFCCFDC-D76E-406D-825E-EA914492E19F/RoughSleeping
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authorities for the cost of providing accommodation and services to 
rough sleepers, and those at risk of rough sleeping, who were at risk of, 
or who had been diagnosed with, Covid-19. 

Announcing the emergency funding, the Communities Secretary, Robert 
Jenrick, said: 

Public safety and protecting the most vulnerable people in society 
from coronavirus is this government’s top priority. We are 
working closely with councils and charities to ensure they have 
the support they need throughout this period. 

The initial funding that I’ve announced today will ensure councils 
are able to put emergency measures in place to help some of the 
most vulnerable people in our society to successfully self-isolate. 

I would urge anyone who is concerned about someone sleeping 
rough to use the government’s StreetLink app6 to alert local 
support services who can reach out to those in need at this 
difficult time.7  

On 26 March 2020 local authorities and homeless charities received an 
email from Dame Louise Casey, who was appointed to spearhead the 
Government’s response to rough sleeping, calling on them to ensure 
rough sleepers were “inside and safe” by the weekend. “These are 
unusual times so I’m asking for an unusual effort,” she wrote. “Many 
areas of the country have already been able to ‘safe harbour’ their 
people, which is incredible. What we need to do now is work out how 
we can get ‘everyone in’.”8 

On the same day the Minister for Rough Sleeping and Housing, then 
Luke Hall, wrote to local authority leaders to update them on plans to 
protect rough sleepers during the Covid-19 pandemic. The letter asked 
local authorities to “bring in those on the streets to protect their 
health and stop wider transmission” and to support rough 
sleepers and other vulnerable homeless people into appropriate 
accommodation by the end of the week. 

The letter set out the following principles and actions for local 
authorities: 

The basic principles are to: 

• focus on people who are, or are at risk of, sleeping rough, 
and those who are in accommodation where it is difficult 
to self-isolate, such as shelters and assessment centres 

• make sure that these people have access to the facilities 
that enable them to adhere to public health guidance on 
hygiene or isolation, ideally single room facilities 

• utilise alternative powers and funding to assist those with 
no recourse to public funds who require shelter and other 
forms of support due to the COVID-19 pandemic 

 
6  StreetLink can be accessed via the app or online: www.streetlink.org.uk/. 
7  MHCLG, £3.2 million emergency support for rough sleepers during coronavirus 

outbreak, 17 March 2020 
8  ‘Homeless swap the streets for hotel suites during coronavirus lockdown’, The 

Times, 26 April 2020 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/letter-from-minister-hall-to-local-authorities
http://www.streetlink.org.uk/
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/3-2-million-emergency-support-for-rough-sleepers-during-coronavirus-outbreak
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/3-2-million-emergency-support-for-rough-sleepers-during-coronavirus-outbreak
https://www.thetimes.co.uk/edition/news/homeless-swap-the-streets-for-hotel-suites-during-coronavirus-lockdown-kxwbv6nz2?utm_source=newsletter&utm_campaign=newsletter_101&utm_medium=email&utm_content=101_9256930&CMP=TNLEmail_118918_9256930_101
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• mitigate their own risk of infection, and transmission to 
others, by ensuring they are able to self-isolate as 
appropriate in line with public health guidance 

This should be done by taking the following programme of 
actions: 

1. Convening a local coordination cell to plan and manage your 
response to COVID and rough sleeping involving the local 
authority (housing, social care and public health) and local NHS 
partners together. This would then report in to wider local COVID 
structures. 

2. Seeking to stop homeless people from congregating in facilities 
such as day centres and street encampments where there is a 
higher risk of transmission. 

3. Urgently procuring accommodation for people on the streets if 
you have not already done so – MHCLG will support you to do so 
if you are struggling to procure sufficient units. 

4. Triaging people where possible into three cohorts driven by 
medical advice: 

• those with symptoms of COVID19; 

• those with pre-existing conditions but without symptoms; 
and 

• those without any of the above. 

Attached to this letter is additional guidance on the approach that 
agencies should be taking to triaging agreed with NHS England 
and Public Health England. 

5. Getting the social care basics such as food, and clinician care to 
people who need it in the self-contained accommodation. It is 
likely that you will need to utilise your commissioned homeless 
services to provide support to people in this accommodation and 
we urge you to work with the commissioned and non-
commissioned sector to make sure there are adequate levels of 
support provided. 

6. If possible, separating people who have significant drug and 
alcohol needs from those who do not.9 

In response to the Minister’s letter, the Chair of the Local Government 
Association, Cllr James Jamieson, said that this would be “a huge 
task”.10 The Chief Executive of Crisis, Jon Sparkes, described the 
Government’s request as a “landmark moment – and the right thing to 
do.”11  

Local authorities across the country sought to secure accommodation 
for those who were sleeping rough or in accommodation where it was 
difficult to self-isolate, by block-booking hotel rooms and other en-suite 
accommodation (e.g. B&Bs, student accommodation, holiday rentals 
etc).12 Under the Government’s emergency coronavirus measures this 

 
9  MHCLG, Letter from Minister Hall to local authorities on plans to protect rough 

sleepers, 27 March 2020 
10  Inside Housing, ‘Government ‘tells councils to house all rough sleepers by the 

weekend’’, 27 March 2020 [subscription only] 
11  ‘Councils told to house all rough sleepers in England by weekend’, The Guardian, 27 

March 2020 
12  See for example: Inside Housing, Greater Manchester to put 1,000 rough sleepers in 

hotels amid coronavirus outbreak, 26 March 2020 [subscription required] 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/letter-from-minister-hall-to-local-authorities
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/letter-from-minister-hall-to-local-authorities
https://hopuk-my.sharepoint.com/personal/wilsonwt_parliament_uk/Documents/Government%20%E2%80%98tells%20councils%20to%20house%20all%20rough%20sleepers%20by%20the%20weekend%E2%80%99
https://hopuk-my.sharepoint.com/personal/wilsonwt_parliament_uk/Documents/Government%20%E2%80%98tells%20councils%20to%20house%20all%20rough%20sleepers%20by%20the%20weekend%E2%80%99
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/mar/27/councils-told-to-house-all-rough-sleepers-in-england-by-weekend
https://www.insidehousing.co.uk/news/greater-manchester-to-put-1000-rough-sleepers-in-hotels-amid-coronavirus-outbreak-65781?utm_source=Ocean%20Media%20Group&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=11431739_IH-DAILY-26-3-2020-GR&dm_i=1HH2,6T0SB,RBN2C1,R8URF,1
https://www.insidehousing.co.uk/news/greater-manchester-to-put-1000-rough-sleepers-in-hotels-amid-coronavirus-outbreak-65781?utm_source=Ocean%20Media%20Group&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=11431739_IH-DAILY-26-3-2020-GR&dm_i=1HH2,6T0SB,RBN2C1,R8URF,1
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type of accommodation was allowed to remain open when providing 
rooms to support homeless and other vulnerable people.13  

Local authorities also worked with existing services for rough sleepers, 
health services and the voluntary sector to ensure that rough sleepers 
who used this emergency accommodation had the support, medical 
care and food they needed. 

The Government has issued and updated guidance for those delivering 
homelessness services during the pandemic: 

• On 29 June 2020 the Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local 
Government (MHCLG) updated the statutory Homelessness code 
of guidance for local authorities, advising local authorities to 
account for the impact of Covid-19 on vulnerability when 
assessing those in priority need for accommodation.14 

• Public Health England (PHE) and the Ministry of Housing, 
Communities and Local Government (MHCLG) published COVID-
19: guidance for commissioners and providers of hostel services 
for people experiencing homelessness and rough sleeping (last 
updated 30 October 2020). 

• PHE and the Department of Health and Social Care (DHSC) 
published COVID-19: guidance for commissioners and providers of 
services for people who use drugs or alcohol (last updated 5 
November 2020). 

1.3 Next Steps Accommodation Programme 
On 2 May 2020 the Government announced a specialist taskforce, 
headed by Dame Louise Casey, would lead the next phase of the 
Government’s support for rough sleepers during the Covid-19 
pandemic. The taskforce is working with local authorities, charities, faith 
groups and other partners on plans to ensure those accommodated 
through the Everyone In initiative are helped into longer-term 
accommodation and as few people as possible return to life on the 
streets.15 

The Minister for Rough Sleeping and Housing, then Luke Hall, wrote to 
local authority chief executives in England on 28 May 2020 asking them 
to set out next-step plans for accommodating and supporting rough 
sleepers brought off the streets during the pandemic. Authorities were 
requested to carry out individual assessments and consider a range of 
options to ensure people’s housing, health and care needs are met: 

…I am now asking that you put in place a plan of support for all 
rough sleepers accommodated in hotels and other forms of 
emergency accommodation during the response to the pandemic. 

I understand that designing and delivering these plans represents 
another big challenge, and that many of you have begun this 

 
13  CO & MHCLG, Coronavirus guidance – closing certain businesses and venues, 

updated 27 March 2020 
14  MHCLG, Updates: Homelessness code of guidance for local authorities, 29 June 

2020, new paragraphs 8.44 and 8.45 
15  MHCLG, Dame Louise Casey to spearhead government taskforce on rough sleeping 

during pandemic, 2 May 2020 

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/homelessness-code-of-guidance-for-local-authorities/download-this-guidance
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/homelessness-code-of-guidance-for-local-authorities/download-this-guidance
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/covid-19-guidance-on-services-for-people-experiencing-rough-sleeping
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/covid-19-guidance-on-services-for-people-experiencing-rough-sleeping
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/covid-19-guidance-on-services-for-people-experiencing-rough-sleeping
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/covid-19-guidance-for-commissioners-and-providers-of-services-for-people-who-use-drugs-or-alcohol
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/covid-19-guidance-for-commissioners-and-providers-of-services-for-people-who-use-drugs-or-alcohol
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/dame-louise-casey-to-spearhead-government-taskforce-on-rough-sleeping-during-pandemic
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/892797/Letter_from_Luke_Hall_MP_Minister_for_Rough_Sleeping_and_Housing_to_LA_Chief_Execs.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/892797/Letter_from_Luke_Hall_MP_Minister_for_Rough_Sleeping_and_Housing_to_LA_Chief_Execs.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/further-businesses-and-premises-to-close/further-businesses-and-premises-to-close-guidance?dm_i=5172,6J4I,94C9Z,OM0S,1
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/homelessness-code-of-guidance-for-local-authorities/updates
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/dame-louise-casey-to-spearhead-government-taskforce-on-rough-sleeping-during-pandemic
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/dame-louise-casey-to-spearhead-government-taskforce-on-rough-sleeping-during-pandemic
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preparation. We currently have an opportunity for an 
unprecedented level of engagement with individuals who might 
otherwise be sleeping rough. Understanding people’s needs now 
and planning the next steps will be crucial for continuing to save 
lives and supporting some of the most vulnerable people. 

[…] 

We are asking for these initial plans to be set out by 11 June in a 
co-production process with our team. Where appropriate, you 
should start moving people into accommodation as soon as they 
are able to do so, following the completion of a joint housing, 
health and care plan. I know that several of you have already 
begun this planning in earnest and initial discussions have taken 
place. 

I appreciate that these are challenging timescales and that your 
plans will develop over time – but we need this information so we 
can work with you to support your next steps work over the 
coming weeks.16 

The Government’s Next Steps Accommodation Programme 
(NSAP)17 will provide funding to local authorities and their partners to 
ensure that those placed in emergency accommodation during the 
pandemic continue to have a safe place to stay and are helped into 
longer-term accommodation. The programme is comprised of two 
distinct funding streams: 

i) £105 million in revenue funding for shorter-
term/interim accommodation and immediate 
support. 
On 24 June 2020 the Government announced £105 million for local 
authorities in England in 2020/21 to enable them to provide 
immediate accommodation and support to the approximately 15,000 
vulnerable people who were being provided with emergency 
accommodation at that time.18 

The funding can cover a range of interventions: 

The following types of short-term accommodation will be 
considered eligible for funding under the programme. Funding 
can be used for both the provision of new accommodation, and 
the extension of existing accommodation:  

• Accommodation owned by a university, RP or private 
landlord and available for interim use.  

• PRS Access. This includes guaranteed rent or deposit 
schemes, mediation support and training, or landlord 
incentives.  

• Supported Housing. Additional support can be offered to 
enable access to supported accommodation or social 
housing.  

 
16  MHCLG, Letter from the Minister for Rough Sleeping and Housing to all Local 

Authority Chief Executives in England, 28 May 2020 
17  MHCLG, Jenrick launches £266 million housing fund for vulnerable people, 18 July 

2020 
18  HCWS311 24 June 2020 

https://www.gov.uk/government/news/105-million-to-keep-rough-sleepers-safe-and-off-the-streets-during-coronavirus-pandemic
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/892797/Letter_from_Luke_Hall_MP_Minister_for_Rough_Sleeping_and_Housing_to_LA_Chief_Execs.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/892797/Letter_from_Luke_Hall_MP_Minister_for_Rough_Sleeping_and_Housing_to_LA_Chief_Execs.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/jenrick-launches-266-million-housing-fund-for-vulnerable-people
https://hansard.parliament.uk/Commons/2020-06-24/debates/20062443000006/RoughSleeping
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• Modular housing units where these can be made 
available with necessary facilities, including power and 
waste connections. These can usually be placed with 
temporary planning permission.  

• Hotels. This includes funding to extend contracts, where 
this is the only or best solution to keep people in safe 
accommodation.  

• Other forms of short-term accommodation to ensure 
that no one returns to the streets. Bidders are encouraged 
to be creative in their proposed response to reflect the 
expressed needs of individual rough sleepers.  

• Employment support and training either to access work 
directly or to improve individuals’ employability.  

• Reconnections with friends and family, including local, 
national and international reconnections.  

• Other forms of immediate support including tenancy 
sustainment support and immigration advice.19  

On 17 September 2020, the Secretary of State for Housing, 
Communities and Local Government, Robert Jenrick, announced that 
274 local authorities had been allocated £91.5 million for interim 
accommodation and support in 2020/21.20 The remaining £13.5 
million will be used to enable local authorities to tackle new or 
emerging challenges.21 

ii) £161 million for longer-term move-on 
accommodation and support linked to this 
accommodation.  
The March 2020 budget had allocated £381 million over four years for 
rough sleeping services (comprised of £237 million for accommodation 
for up to 6,000 rough sleepers and £144 million for associated support 
services).22 

On 24 May 2020, the Government announced that this funding would 
be increased to £433m, with £161 million23 brought forward to 
2020/21 to enable 3,300 units of longer-term, move-on 
accommodation to be delivered in the next 12 months.24 Of the 
£161 million, £130 million is capital funding for the acquisition or 
renovation of homes and £31 million is revenue funding for tenancy-
sustainment support.25 

The following types of accommodation are eligible for funding:  

 
19  MHCLG, Next Steps Accommodation Programme: Guidance, 18 July 2020, para 31 
20  The local authority funding allocations are available on the Gov.uk website: 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/next-steps-accommodation-
programme-guidance-and-proposal-templates  

21  MHCLG, 274 councils set to receive housing support for vulnerable people, 17 
September 2020 

22  HC 121, March 2020, para 2.63, p75 
23  Nb. The MHCLG press notice referred to £160 million in funding the Next Steps 

Accommodation Programme guidance refers to £161 million in funding. 
24  Written Question 52570, 4 June 2020 
25  MHCLG, Next Steps Accommodation Programme: Guidance, 18 July 2020, para 11 

https://www.gov.uk/government/news/274-councils-set-to-receive-housing-support-for-vulnerable-people
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/6-000-new-supported-homes-as-part-of-landmark-commitment-to-end-rough-sleeping
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/next-steps-accommodation-programme-guidance-and-proposal-templates
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/next-steps-accommodation-programme-guidance-and-proposal-templates
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/next-steps-accommodation-programme-guidance-and-proposal-templates
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/274-councils-set-to-receive-housing-support-for-vulnerable-people
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/871799/Budget_2020_Web_Accessible_Complete.pdf
https://www.parliament.uk/written-questions-answers-statements/written-question/commons/2020-06-01/52570
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/next-steps-accommodation-programme-guidance-and-proposal-templates
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• Purchase and repair of properties, either as freehold 
or on a long lease, where repairs may be required to 
bring the properties up to good standard to be let.  

• Refurbishment and repurposing of existing stock. This 
includes purchasing white goods and furnishings for ready 
to use units. This could include schemes such as conversion 
of a former sheltered housing scheme into supported or 
move-on accommodation.  

• Private Sector Leasing. i.e. where the bidder enters into a 
contract with a Private Sector Landlord agreeing to rent 
units over multiple years.  

• Development of new build properties. Bidders should 
take account of the potential use of modular housing. In 
some instances, this can be commissioned and built faster 
than traditional house building, especially where units are 
ordered in bulk. Many types of units can be moved 
between sites depending on demand, and using temporary 
planning permission, or used as regular housing stock.  

• Contribution towards social investment programmes 
that deliver the aims of the Next Steps 
Accommodation Programme. This applies only to local 
authorities who should consider blending grant with their 
own sources of funding for onwards investment to deliver 
housing. For example, there are a variety of property funds 
and initiatives that have the expertise to help deliver the 
programme’s objectives while providing a revenue return 
on investment. These may include one or more of the types 
of accommodation listed above. Local authorities should 
explore this approach with their adviser before 
continuing.26  

The Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local Government’s 
(MHCLG) ambition is that this part of the NSAP fund is used “to secure 
a long-term national asset, maintained in perpetuity as supported move-
on homes for people recovering from rough sleeping”.27  

On 29 October 2020, the Secretary of State for Housing, Communities 
and Local Government, Robert Jenrick, announced that over £150 
million had been allocated to 276 schemes across England to 
deliver more than 3,300 new long-term homes for rough sleepers 
and other vulnerable people. The homes will be available by 31 
March 2021.28 

Alongside the NSAP funding, MHCLG is making available the expertise 
from MHCLG’s Rough Sleeping Initiative (RSI) and Homelessness Advice 
and Support (HAST) Adviser Teams to help coproduce plans for 
accommodation provision and related support services, under the 
oversight of the taskforce.  

 
26  MHCLG, Next Steps Accommodation Programme: Guidance, 18 July 2020, para 40 
27  Ibid., para 41 
28  MHCLG, Funding allocated for 3,300 new homes for rough sleepers, 29 October 

2020. The funding allocations are available on the Gov.uk website: 
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/next-steps-accommodation-
programme-guidance-and-proposal-templates 

https://www.gov.uk/government/news/funding-allocated-for-3-300-new-homes-for-rough-sleepers
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/next-steps-accommodation-programme-guidance-and-proposal-templates
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/funding-allocated-for-3-300-new-homes-for-rough-sleepers
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/next-steps-accommodation-programme-guidance-and-proposal-templates
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/next-steps-accommodation-programme-guidance-and-proposal-templates
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The Government also made £23 million available in 2020/21 to 
tackle the substance dependence treatment needs of rough 
sleepers.29 This funding will be administered by Public Health England. 

It was reported on 20 August 2020 that Dame Louise Casey had 
stepped down from her role as head of the specialist taskforce which is 
leading the next phase of the Government’s support for rough sleepers 
during the Covid-19 pandemic.30 To date a successor has not been 
announced. 

1.4 Winter provision for rough sleepers 
On 13 October 2020, the Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local 
Government announced a package of support to protect rough 
sleepers, and those at risk of becoming homeless, from life-threatening 
cold weather and the risks posed by coronavirus. The package is 
comprised of: 

• A £10 million Cold Weather Fund31 to support local 
authorities to provide self-contained and Covid-secure 
accommodation.  

• £2 million for faith and community groups to help them 
provide Covid-secure accommodation for rough sleepers. 

• Comprehensive guidance to the sector, produced with Public 
Health England, Homeless Link and Housing Justice, to help 
shelters open safely, where not doing so would endanger lives.32 

Alongside the announcement the Minister for Housing and Rough 
Sleeping, Kelly Tolhurst, said: 

Winter is clearly a dangerous time for people who sleep 
rough.  These extra measures will help to protect this vulnerable 
group from life-threatening cold weather, as well as the risk of 
contracting COVID-19, and also provide them with support into 
move-on accommodation. 

The work councils, providers, and the NHS has done since the 
start of the pandemic has saved lives and through this extra 
funding we will continue help them to rebuild their lives, part of 
our commitment to end rough sleeping for good. 

In periods of severe cold weather local authorities, working with the 
voluntary sector, normally provide emergency shelters for rough 
sleepers. The Severe Weather Emergency Protocol (SWEP) is triggered by 
the forecast of freezing, near freezing or otherwise severe weather 
conditions. Some areas offer ‘extended winter provision’ which is the 
provision of additional services over an agreed time period e.g. every 
night from November to March. Emergency night shelters are often 

 
29  MHCLG, £105 million to keep rough sleepers safe and off the streets during 

coronavirus pandemic, 24 June 2020 
30  ‘Fears over 'vacuum' as top UK homelessness adviser steps down’, The Guardian, 20 

August 2020 
31  The Cold Weather Fund was launched in 2018 and provided £5 million in winter 

2018/19 and £13 million in winter 2019/20. 
32  MHCLG, Rough sleepers to be helped to keep safe this winter, 13 October 2020 

https://www.theguardian.com/society/2020/aug/20/fears-over-vacuum-as-top-uk-homelessness-adviser-louise-casey-steps-down
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/rough-sleepers-to-be-helped-to-keep-safe-this-winter
https://www.homeless.org.uk/our-work/resources/guidance-on-severe-weather-emergency-protocol-swep-and-extended-weather-provision
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/105-million-to-keep-rough-sleepers-safe-and-off-the-streets-during-coronavirus-pandemic
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/105-million-to-keep-rough-sleepers-safe-and-off-the-streets-during-coronavirus-pandemic
https://www.theguardian.com/society/2020/aug/20/fears-over-vacuum-as-top-uk-homelessness-adviser-louise-casey-steps-down
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/rough-sleepers-to-be-helped-to-keep-safe-this-winter
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provided in settings which require people to share the space with 
others.  

On 13 October 2020, MHCLG published Operating principles for 
commissioners and providers of night shelters for people experiencing 
rough sleeping. The principles provide guidance to support 
commissioners, staff and volunteers of night shelters should the decision 
be taken to open a shelter. The guidance states that “These settings 
should only be used as a last resort to protect against the risk to health 
and life of individuals remaining on the streets when other alternative 
options are unavailable, for example in very cold weather.”33 

On 5 November 2020, the Government announced a new scheme - the 
‘Protect Programme’ – to support the ongoing efforts to provide 
accommodation for rough sleepers during the pandemic. The 
Programme will provide £15 million of additional support to local areas 
with high numbers of rough sleepers, with a particular focus on 
protecting those deemed clinically vulnerable. The programme will 
continue throughout the winter until March 2021. 

The following ten areas will receive the additional funding: 

• London 

• City of Bristol 

• Brighton and Hove 

• Cornwall 

• Bournemouth, Christchurch and Poole 

• Manchester 

• Salford 

• Oxford 

• Leicester 

• Birmingham34 

According to the MHCLG press notice, the Protect Programme will run 
alongside the ongoing ‘Everyone In’ campaign.35 In addition, local 
authorities have been asked to update their rough sleeping plans 
by the end of 2020: 

All councils will have to update their rough sleeping plans by the 
end of the year, providing an overview of their support for those 
sleeping rough. They will also be asked to carry out a rapid 
assessment of need for everyone they accommodate and to 
consider time limited interventions for those rough sleeping now 
or new to rough sleeping.36 

 
33  MHCLG, COVID-19: provision of night shelters, 13 October 2020 
34  MHCLG, Jenrick launches 'Protect Programme': the next step in winter rough 

sleeping plan, 5 November 2020 
35  Ibid. 
36  Ibid. 

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/covid-19-provision-of-night-shelters
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/covid-19-provision-of-night-shelters
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/covid-19-provision-of-night-shelters
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/jenrick-launches-protect-programme-the-next-step-in-winter-rough-sleeping-plan
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/covid-19-provision-of-night-shelters
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/jenrick-launches-protect-programme-the-next-step-in-winter-rough-sleeping-plan
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/jenrick-launches-protect-programme-the-next-step-in-winter-rough-sleeping-plan
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In total, the Government has allocated over £700 million ring-
fenced funding in 2020/21 to support rough sleepers and those 
at risk of rough sleeping.37  

Alongside this funding, by the end of October 2020, the Government 
had allocated £4.6 billion in un-ringfenced funding to help local 
authorities respond to coronavirus pressures across all their services, 
including homelessness services.38 

1.5 Support for the voluntary sector 
The voluntary sector plays a key role in providing emergency 
accommodation and other support services, including food assistance, 
to those experiencing homelessness. 

The Government included ‘charities and workers delivering key frontline 
services’ in the list of key workers who are critical to the  
Covid-19 response. During the Spring national lockdown, schools and 
childcare providers were asked to continue to provide care for children 
of these key workers, if required.  

On 8 April 2020 the Chancellor, Rishi Sunak, announced a  
£750 million package of support for frontline charities across the UK.39 
£6 million of this funding has been allocated to support frontline 
homelessness charities. A total of 132 homelessness charities have 
successfully bid for funding from the Covid-19 Homelessness Response 
Fund.40 According to Inside Housing magazine, an additional £5.5 
million was subsequently made available to homelessness charities 
(£4.82m from The National Lottery Community Fund and £680,000 
from Comic Relief).41 The funds are being administered by Homeless 
Link, the largest national membership charity for frontline homelessness 
services. 

A number of initiatives have emerged to help charities access pools of 
volunteers and emergency funds during the Covid-19 outbreak. The 
charity Crisis, for example, established an emergency grants fund to 
support local groups who provide services to those 
experiencing homelessness. Homeless Link has collated current 
information on potential funding sources: Homelessness and Covid-19 
funding opportunities. 

1.6 Spending Review 2020 
At Spending Review 2020 the Chancellor announced an additional 
£254 million of resource funding to tackle rough sleeping and 

 
37  MHCLG, Jenrick launches 'Protect Programme': the next step in winter rough 

sleeping plan, 5 November 2020. 
38  MHCLG and DDCMS, Jenrick confirms allocations of £1 billion funding for councils 

this winter, 22 October 2020 
39  HM Treasury, Chancellor sets out extra £750 million coronavirus funding for 

frontline charities, 8 April 2020 
40  MHCLG, Charities to benefit from support for rough sleepers during pandemic, 7 

June 2020 and Homeless Link, COVID-19 Homelessness Response Fund to provide 
£6 million to charities, 14 May 2020 

41  ‘Additional £5.5m in funding made available for homelessness charities’, Inside 
Housing Magazine, 14 July 2020 [subscription only] 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/coronavirus-covid-19-maintaining-educational-provision/guidance-for-schools-colleges-and-local-authorities-on-maintaining-educational-provision
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/coronavirus-covid-19-homelessness-response-fund
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/coronavirus-covid-19-homelessness-response-fund
https://www.crisis.org.uk/about-us/the-crisis-blog/in-this-together-launching-our-emergency-grants-fund/
https://www.homeless.org.uk/covid19-homelessness
https://www.homeless.org.uk/covid19-homelessness
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/spending-review-2020-documents
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/jenrick-launches-protect-programme-the-next-step-in-winter-rough-sleeping-plan
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/jenrick-launches-protect-programme-the-next-step-in-winter-rough-sleeping-plan
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/jenrick-confirms-allocations-of-1-billion-funding-for-councils-this-winter?utm_source=HOC+Library+-+Current+awareness+bulletins&utm_campaign=13bd13e156-Current_Awareness_Social_Policy_I_22-10-2020&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_f325cdbfdc-13bd13e156-103780030&mc_cid=13bd13e156&mc_eid=e5d2c85b51
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/jenrick-confirms-allocations-of-1-billion-funding-for-councils-this-winter?utm_source=HOC+Library+-+Current+awareness+bulletins&utm_campaign=13bd13e156-Current_Awareness_Social_Policy_I_22-10-2020&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_f325cdbfdc-13bd13e156-103780030&mc_cid=13bd13e156&mc_eid=e5d2c85b51
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/chancellor-sets-out-extra-750-million-coronavirus-funding-for-frontline-charities
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/chancellor-sets-out-extra-750-million-coronavirus-funding-for-frontline-charities
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/charities-to-benefit-from-support-for-rough-sleepers-during-pandemic
https://www.homeless.org.uk/connect/news/2020/may/14/covid-19-homelessness-response-fund-to-provide-%C2%A36-million-to-charities-1
https://www.homeless.org.uk/connect/news/2020/may/14/covid-19-homelessness-response-fund-to-provide-%C2%A36-million-to-charities-1
https://www.insidehousing.co.uk/home/home/additional-55m-in-funding-made-available-for-homelessness-charities-67158?utm_source=Ocean%20Media%20Group&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=11677328_IH-CARE-AND-SUPPORT-14-7-2020-GR&dm_i=1HH2,6YAA8,RBN2C1,RZ1DQ,1
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homelessness.42 This additional funding will support frontline services 
through the Rough Sleeping Initiative and enable local authorities to 
fund their statutory duties to prevent homelessness. This takes total 
resource funding for rough sleeping and homelessness in 2021/22 to 
£676 million.43 

The Spending Review also confirmed that the Government will commit 
£87 million of capital funding in 2021/22 primarily to support the 
delivery of long-term accommodation for rough sleepers.44 

 

 
42  The Spending Review 2020 notes that this includes the £103 million announced 

earlier in 2020 for accommodation and substance misuse, to support rough sleepers 
and those at risk of homelessness during Covid-19. [See para 6.58] 

43  HM Treasury, Spending Review 2020, CP 330, 25 November 2020 para 6.58 
44  Ibid. 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/spending-review-2020-documents
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2. Impact of measures to support 
rough sleepers 

On 18 April 2020 the Government reported that in England over 90% 
of rough sleepers (more than 5,400) known to local authorities at the 
beginning of the Covid-19 outbreak had been offered accommodation 
as a result of the ‘Everyone In’ initiative to protect rough sleepers.45 

The Government subsequently reported that in May 2020 a total of 
14,610 people in England who were sleeping rough, or at risk of 
sleeping rough, had been provided emergency accommodation in 
response to the pandemic.46 By September 2020, 10,566 people 
were in emergency accommodation and 18,911 people had been 
provided with settled accommodation or move on support.47 

The coronavirus emergency accommodation data includes people 
coming in directly from the streets, people previously housed in shared 
night shelters and people who had become vulnerable to rough 
sleeping during the pandemic. It is based on management information 
provided by local authorities and is not comparable to the Government’s 
official annual statistics on rough sleeping.48  

Inside Housing magazine provides a more detailed breakdown of the 
outcomes for a cohort of people who were housed in emergency 
accommodation by the charity St Mungo’s, which ran 28 hotels across 
England and provided support for a further 10: 

Of the 3,085 individuals supported by the charity across these 
projects, 893 (29%) are still in the accommodation provided, 
while 2,951 have moved on in some way. Of these people, 751 
(25.4%) moved to other COVID-19 emergency hotel 
accommodation, 311 (10.5%) moved to the private rented sector, 
214 (7.3%) moved into interim accommodation and 201 (6.8%) 
to shared supported accommodation. 

A total of 181 (6.1%) returned to sleeping rough, while the 
move-on location of 447 (15.1%) was unknown. The remainder 
of people mainly moved on to various other accommodation 
types, such as hostels and B&Bs, except for three who passed 
away.49 

Homelessness organisations have reported that bringing everyone in has 
given them the opportunity to engage with and support many people 
who had previously been hard to reach:  

Providing this kind of wrap-around care has not only meant 
people have been physically protected from the pandemic, but 
also that they have been able to get closer to leaving 

 
45  MHCLG, Communities Secretary Robert Jenrick on COVID-19 response, 18 April 

2020 
46  MHCLG, Coronavirus (COVID-19) emergency accommodation survey data: May 

2020, 3 June 2020 
47  MHCLG, Coronavirus (COVID-19) emergency accommodation survey data: 

September 2020, 13 October 2020 
48  HCWS263 3 June 2020 
49  ‘Rough sleeping in lockdown 2.0: is the government’s Everyone In policy on the way 

out?’, Inside Housing, 20 November 2020 [subscription only] 

https://www.gov.uk/government/speeches/communities-secretary-robert-jenrick-on-covid-19-response-18-april-2020
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/coronavirus-covid-19-rough-sleeper-accommodation-survey-data-may-2020
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/coronavirus-covid-19-rough-sleeper-accommodation-survey-data-may-2020
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/coronavirus-covid-19-emergency-accommodation-survey-data-september-2020
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/coronavirus-covid-19-emergency-accommodation-survey-data-september-2020
https://hansard.parliament.uk/Commons/2020-06-03/debates/20060323000013/RoughSleepingCOVID-19Response
https://www.insidehousing.co.uk/insight/rough-sleeping-in-lockdown-20-is-the-governments-everyone-in-policy-on-the-way-out-68594
https://www.insidehousing.co.uk/insight/rough-sleeping-in-lockdown-20-is-the-governments-everyone-in-policy-on-the-way-out-68594
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homelessness behind for good, with many having done so 
already. Every day staff and volunteers have been able to help 
residents with important issues like applying for EU settled status 
or Universal Credit, looking for employment or helping to sort 
more long-term accommodation. All these things are so much 
harder to do when people are rough sleeping, living hand to 
mouth and moving from place to place. Providing unconditional 
accommodation first and support after has enabled many people 
to thrive.50 

Despite the success of the ‘Everyone In’ initiative, homelessness 
organisations report that the flow of new rough sleepers onto the 
streets has continued throughout the pandemic and they are 
experiencing increased demand for their services.51 

A report by the Local Government Association, published on 19 
November 2020, concluded that it was difficult to assess the impact of 
‘Everyone In’ on levels of rough sleeping: 

… in most areas, rough sleeper counts have been suspended. Our 
discussions with councils suggest a varying picture, with rough 
sleeping numbers much reduced in some areas, but in other 
places having returned to previous levels, or even exceeding them. 
This is due to some people returning to the streets, some 
intermittent rough sleepers not being accommodated during 
Everyone In because they were not rough sleeping at the time, 
and some new rough sleepers. The impact of the new English 
national lockdown is yet to be seen.52 

Data from the Combined Homelessness and Information Network 
(CHAIN), a multi-agency database funded by the Mayor of London and 
managed by the charity St Mungo’s, show there was an initial sharp rise 
in the number of people seen sleeping rough in London around the 
start of the Covid-19 outbreak. Between April to June 2020, 4,227 
rough sleepers were seen sleeping rough by outreach workers in 
London - a 33% increase on the same period the previous year.53 
Between July and September 2020 the number of people seen 
sleeping rough in London fell to 3,444, a 14% decrease from the 
same period the previous year. 55% (1,901) were seen rough 
sleeping for the first time.54  

It is widely acknowledged that without ‘Everyone In’ the loss of 
life as a result of the Covid-19 outbreak would have been much 
higher. The Office for National Statistics (ONS) reported that of deaths 
involving Covid-19 in England and Wales registered up to 26 June 2020, 
16 were identified as of people who were homeless. All 16 of the 

 
50  Everyone In – protecting people sleeping rough across England during the pandemic 

by Matt Downie, Director of Policy and External Affairs at Crisis UK published in 
FEANTSA, Homeless in Europe magazine: The impact of Covid-19 on homeless 
people and services, Autumn 2020 

51  Homeless Link, Comprehensive Spending Review 2020: Homeless Link submission, 
November 2020,  

52  Local Government Association, published Lessons learnt from councils' response to 
rough sleeping during the COVID-19 pandemic, 19 November 2020, Impact on 
rough sleeping to date 

53  ‘Third more rough sleepers on London’s streets in lockdown’, Greater London 
Authority Press Release, 18 September 2020 

54  ‘Rough sleeping decreased by 14% in London this summer’, Inside Housing, 2 
November 2020 [subscription required] 

https://www.ons.gov.uk/peoplepopulationandcommunity/birthsdeathsandmarriages/deaths/articles/coronavirusanddeathsofhomelesspeopleenglandandwalesdeathsregisteredupto26june2020/2020-07-10
https://www.feantsa.org/public/user/Resources/magazine/2020/Full_Magazine_Autumn_2020.pdf
https://www.feantsa.org/public/user/Resources/magazine/2020/Full_Magazine_Autumn_2020.pdf
https://www.homeless.org.uk/sites/default/files/Comprehensive%20Spending%20Review2020%20w%20endnotes%20FINAL%2024Sept2020.pdf
https://www.local.gov.uk/lessons-learnt-councils-response-rough-sleeping-during-covid-19-pandemic
https://www.local.gov.uk/lessons-learnt-councils-response-rough-sleeping-during-covid-19-pandemic
https://www.london.gov.uk/press-releases/assembly/third-more-rough-sleepers-on-londons-streets
https://www.insidehousing.co.uk/home/home/rough-sleeping-decreased-by-14-in-london-this-summer-68392?utm_source=Ocean%20Media%20Group&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=11957706_IH-CARE-AND-SUPPORT-10-11-2020-GR&dm_i=1HH2,74AMI,RBN2C1,SSHVT,1
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identified deaths were in England and most were of men.55 Responding 
to the data the Chief Executive of Crisis, Jon Sparkes, said: 

Every one of these deaths is a tragedy - behind these figures are 
individuals, each with families, hopes and dreams. When the 
outbreak started, it was a stark reminder of the risk people who 
are homeless face from the virus – with no access to a place to 
self-isolate nor, in some cases, basic sanitation. 

The situation could have been much worse had the government, 
local councils and charities not worked to quickly move many 
people sleeping rough and in night shelters into hotels, providing 
safe, emergency accommodation. This undoubtedly saved lives. 
We must now build on this…56 

Research, published in The Lancet, sought to model the avoided deaths 
and health-care use among people experiencing homelessness during 
the first wave of Covid-19 in England (i.e. the peak of infections 
occurring between February and May 2020). The study estimated that, 
as a result of measures implemented to protect the homeless 
population, 266 deaths were avoided, as well as 21,092 infections, 
1,164 hospital admissions and 338 admissions to Intensive Care Units.57 

 

 
55  Office for National Statistics, Coronavirus and deaths of homeless people, England 

and Wales: deaths registered up to 26 June 2020, 10 July 2020 
56  ‘ONS release number of deaths of people experiencing homelessness involving 

coronavirus during outbreak – Crisis response’, Crisis News Release, 10 July 2020 
57  The Lancet, COVID-19 among people experiencing homelessness in England: a 

modelling study, 23 September 2020, Lewer, D., Braithwaite, L., Bullock, M., Eyre, 
M.T., White, P.J., Aldridge, R.W., Story, A., and Hayward, A.C. 
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3. Comment 

3.1 Stakeholders 
The Government’s ‘Everyone In’ initiative has been credited with 
protecting rough sleepers and saving lives during the Covid-19 
emergency. 

Local authorities have welcomed the additional emergency funding to 
help them respond to the Covid-19 outbreak. However, the funding of 
homelessness services remains a concern. Research by the charity 
Crisis concluded that: 

There was also a concern over funding a homelessness response 
in the immediate future. In England, local authorities and 
voluntary sector organisations were concerned about the 
sustainability of funding emergency accommodation over winter. 
In many areas they had already overspent and even with 
additional funding announcements from MHCLG it is not clear if 
the procurement of temporary accommodation can continue at 
this pace.58 

The Local Government Association’s submission to the Comprehensive 
Spending Review 2020 said that the ‘Everyone In’ initiative had “created 
a significant strain on councils’ resources, adding to existing financial 
pressures”.59 The submission criticised the fragmented, short-term and 
resource-intensive competitive nature of current funding and called for 
long-term and sustainable homelessness funding.60  

The LGA has also published Lessons learnt from councils' response to 
rough sleeping during the COVID-19 pandemic (November 2020) which 
concluded that “The success of Everyone In demonstrates that, given 
the mandate and funding, councils, working with their partners, have 
the means to end the vast majority of rough sleeping.”61 The report 
highlighted the following outstanding issues: 

• Difficulties with assisting people with no recourse to public funds 
– who represent a significant proportion of those at risk of rough 
sleeping in some areas. 

• The shortage of affordable housing (particularly one-bed 
accommodation in both the public and private rented sectors) is 
an inevitable blocker in finding move on accommodation. 

• A one-off exercise will not be enough to maintain long-term 
reductions in rough sleeping in most areas - a more sustained 
effort is needed. Whilst there was enthusiasm for maintaining a 
more proactive approach to accommodating rough sleepers and 

 
58  Crisis, The impact of COVID-19 on people facing homelessness and service provision 

across Great Britain, Boobis, S. and Albanese, F., 19 November 2020, Executive 
Summary  

59  Local Government Association, Comprehensive Spending Review 2020: LGA 
submission, 29 September 2020, para 4.4 

60  Ibid., section 4 
61  Local Government Association, published Lessons learnt from councils' response to 

rough sleeping during the COVID-19 pandemic, 19 November 2020, Executive 
Summary 
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those at risk, the resources were not there in most councils to be 
able to achieve this. 

• Many councils are concerned about their ability to provide 
adequate cold weather provision this winter in a way which does 
not increase the risk of Covid-19 infection.  

• It was often difficult to get access to appropriate health services, 
and especially mental health services, to work with the cohort 
accommodated during ‘Everyone In’.62 

Individuals who have no recourse to public funds (NRPF) because of 
their immigration status are not entitled to homelessness assistance and 
other support such as welfare benefits and social housing. Under the 
Government’s ‘Everyone In’ initiative, local authorities were encouraged 
to assist all rough sleepers into emergency accommodation, regardless 
of their immigration status. However, there is widespread concern 
about how local authorities can continue to support those with 
NRPF.63 A broad range of Parliamentarians and external stakeholders 
have called on the Government to suspend NRPF conditions in response 
to the pandemic, to reduce the risk of people being forced to return to 
the streets.  

In response the Government has asserted that the legal position with 
regards to NRPF has not changed and local authorities have discretion to 
assist individuals in certain circumstances: 

Local authorities have powers to use their judgment in assessing 
what support they may lawfully give to each person on an 
individual basis, considering that person’s specific circumstances 
and support needs. Local authorities will already be used to 
making such judgements on accommodating individuals who 
might otherwise be ineligible, during extreme weather for 
example, where there is a risk to life.  

Local authorities also have powers to provide basic safety net 
support, regardless of immigration status, if it is established that 
there is a genuine care need that does not arise solely from 
destitution, for example, where there are community care needs, 
migrants with serious health problems or family cases.64 

The Commons Library briefing paper CBP08888: Coronavirus: Calls to 
ease No Recourse to Public Funds conditions provides further 
information on the support available for people subject to NRPF. 

The Government has temporarily suspended an EU derogation to allow 
a specific group of job seeking EEA nationals who are rough sleeping to 
access certain non-statutory homelessness services. This will extend to 
emergency accommodation and floating support for a maximum of  

 
62  Ibid.,  
63  See for example: Citizens UK, Open letter to the Secretary of State for Housing, 

Communities and Local Government Robert Jenrick, 12 June 2020 and ‘London 
councils call on Government to suspend NRPF immigration status’, The Guardian, 8 
July 2020 

64  Government Response to the Housing, Communities and Local Government Select 
Committee Report on Protecting Rough Sleepers and Renters, CP 248, 25 June 
2020, p7 
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12 weeks.65 The suspension will remain in place until 31 December 
2020 (until the end of the transition period), at which point new rules 
will apply under the new immigration system. 

As winter approaches, the Government’s decision to allow 
communal night shelters for rough sleepers to reopen has been 
criticised. Eighteen leading health and homelessness organisations, 
include the British Medical Association and the Faculty of Public Health, 
wrote an open letter to the Prime Minister (October 2020) warning of 
the double threat of coronavirus and cold weather to rough sleepers, 
and urging the Government to provide self-contained accommodation 
as a priority due to the high risk of coronavirus transmission in 
communal night shelters.66  

Labour’s Shadow Secretary of State for Housing, Thangam Debbonaire, 
criticised the Government’s package of support to protect rough 
sleepers over winter, pointing out that the £10 million Cold Winter Fund 
was less than the funding provided the previous year:    

“It is extraordinary that, during a global pandemic that is 
exacerbated by cold weather, the government has given less … 
than last year,” she said. “As we enter a second Covid spike, the 
government’s failure to prepare for a winter homelessness crisis 
risks lives and public health. We need strong leadership from the 
government to keep its promise to end rough sleeping for 
good.”67 

The Chief Executive of Crisis, Jon Sparkes, said that the decision to 
reopen winter night shelters was “completely unacceptable”: 

With temperatures dropping and coronavirus cases on the rise, 
this funding falls short of the bold action we need to keep people 
sleeping on our streets safe this winter.  

Back in March, the government rightly decided that night shelters 
and hostels were not a safe environment for people during the 
pandemic. It’s completely unacceptable that this approach should 
now change as we go into winter when the threat remains the 
same. We must not force people to choose between freezing on 
the street or a shelter, when both needlessly put lives at risk.  

We urgently need the government to see sense on this matter and 
keep winter night shelters closed. They must instead provide 
councils with the crucial funding they need to provide everyone 
forced to sleep rough with safe, self-contained accommodation, 
as they did in March.  Anything but this is risking lives.68 

 
65  MHCLG, Letter from the Minister for Rough Sleeping and Housing to all Local 
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67  ‘Winter fund of £12m for rough sleepers in England 'not enough', say charities’, The 
Guardian, 13 October 2020 

68  ‘Government announces support package for people rough sleeping this winter – 
Crisis Response’, Crisis News Release, 13 October 2020 
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Inside Housing reports that, due to the risks to clients and staff, “a 
number of the biggest homelessness charities, including Crisis and St 
Mungo’s, have said they will not be opening their shelters this year.”69 

The shortage of suitable move-on accommodation in many areas 
of the country remains a significant problem. Furthermore, the 
sector is concerned that homelessness levels may surge once the 
Government’s temporary coronavirus housing,70 welfare and 
employment support measures come to an end and the full economic 
impact of the Covid-19 outbreak starts to take effect.71  

The charity Crisis has launched a ‘Home for All’ campaign calling on the 
Government to protect people experiencing homelessness for the 
duration of the pandemic and prevent further homelessness through: 

• The introduction of a new duty on local authorities in 
England, backed by funding, to provide emergency 
accommodation for people with nowhere safe to stay in 
the next 12 months; 

• The national roll-out of Housing First in England; 

• Changes to ensure no one across Britain is left without a 
safe place to stay because of their immigration status; and 

• Changes to the UK welfare system, and protections for 
private renters alongside increased investment in the 
provision of homes for social rent in England to ensure 
everyone can afford a home.72 

Crisis, supported by over 40 other homelessness and migrant 
organisations, has also called for emergency homelessness legislation to 
protect people from homelessness during the Covid-19 crisis.73 The Bill, 
drafted by Garden Court Chambers on behalf of the charity, includes 
provisions to temporarily:  

a) extend the provision of accommodation to all those who have 
nowhere safe to stay for a period of 12 months after the 
Minister’s instruction of 26 March 2020 is withdrawn and 
providing that people accommodated under this duty are eligible 
for public funds without restrictions being imposed by reference 
to their immigration status or nationality;  

b) give the Courts the flexibility to refuse to make possession 
orders or to make those possession orders suspended on terms 
where rent arrears have accrued due to financial pressure on the 
tenant as a result of the Covid-19 emergency; and  

c) suspend the operation of the benefit cap for the period of the 
public health emergency to assist tenants in paying their rent.74  
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Homelessness organisations have also voiced concerns about a 
leadership vacuum after Dame Louise Casey - who was leading the 
Government’s coronavirus response to rough sleeping – stepped down 
from the role. They have called on the Government to reaffirm its 
commitment to carrying out a review of rough sleeping policy.75  

3.2 Parliament 
The interim report of the Housing Communities and Local Government 
(HCLG) Select Committee’s inquiry into the Impact of Covid-19 on 
homelessness and the private rented sector (published on 22 May 
2020), urged the Government to implement three key measures to 
protect rough sleepers against the impact of coronavirus: 

• Use this crisis to end rough sleeping in England once 
and for all. 

The Government’s taskforce must take advantage of this golden 
opportunity to ensure every single person taken from the streets 
does not return to rough sleeping. The Government must 
estimate the cost of a housing-led solution with appropriate wrap- 
around support, likely to be at least £100m a year, and provide 
this as a dedicated funding stream to councils. 

• We appeal on humanitarian grounds for the 
Government to improve its support to councils for 
people with no recourse to public funds during this 
crisis, or hundreds will return to the streets with 
potentially disastrous consequences. 

We recommend that the Government should guarantee it will 
compensate councils for provision offered to rough sleepers with 
no recourse to public funds as a result of the current crisis. The 
Government needs to urgently publish guidance on councils’ use 
of discretion in these circumstances and clarify what people can or 
cannot claim when they have no recourse to public funds. 

• The Government must ensure that rough sleepers do 
not end up back on the streets due to a lack of 
suitable housing. 

The Government needs to act to boost the immediate availability 
of appropriate supported housing, by providing targeted grant 
funding for councils and housing associations to acquire 
properties, using the National Clearing House Scheme from 2008 
as a starting point. We also ask the Government to remove 
restrictions on Right to Buy receipts to provide councils with more 
flexibility.76 

The Government’s response to the Committee was published on 25 
June 2020.77 

The HCLG Committee has issued a further call for evidence to 
understand how effective Government support has been in tackling the 
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negative impact of Covid-19 on tenants, landlords, rough sleepers and 
the homelessness. The deadline for submissions is Friday 27 November. 

The National Audit Office (NAO) is currently working on a report 
examining the Government’s plan for rehousing rough sleepers during 
the Covid-19 pandemic and in the longer-term.78 
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4. Scotland, Wales and Northern 
Ireland 

The Scottish Government, Welsh Government and Northern Ireland 
Executive are working with the UK Government to respond to the 
Covid-19 pandemic.  

Housing policy is a devolved area and further information on the Covid-
19 response in Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland is available online: 

Scotland - the Scottish Government provided £350 million for local 
authorities, charities, businesses and community groups to support 
“welfare and wellbeing” in local communities. £300,000 of this fund 
was allocated to the homelessness charity, Simon Community Scotland, 
to provide hotel accommodation for all rough sleepers in Edinburgh and 
Glasgow during the pandemic, with “move on plans” for everyone. The 
Scottish Government also published: Coronavirus (COVID-19): 
information for homelessness services (31 March 2020). The reconvened 
Homelessness and Rough Sleeping Action Group (HARSAG) published a 
report on tackling homelessness in Scotland following the coronavirus 
pandemic (14 July 2020). The Scottish Government accepted all 
HARSAG’s recommendations in principle. In October 2020 the Scottish 
Government published an updated Ending Homelessness Together 
Action Plan which, amongst other measures, outlines its intention to 
end night shelter provision and replace it with ‘rapid rehousing welcome 
centres’.79 

Wales - the Welsh Government announced initial funding for local 
authorities of up to £10 million to help secure accommodation for 
rough sleepers and those in temporary accommodation, and published 
guidance on: COVID-19 Response – Homelessness and Rough Sleepers 
(20 March 2020) and Continuing to support homeless people during 
the coronavirus pandemic: local authority guidance (3 June 2020). The 
Welsh Government has allocated £50 million to phase 2 of its 
homelessness response, and asked local authorities to develop plans to 
ensure that no-one in emergency shelter during the coronavirus crisis 
has to return to the streets or unsuitable accommodation. 

Northern Ireland - £7.6 million has been made available in additional 
funding for homelessness to cover the period until March 2021.80 The 
Northern Ireland Executive has published COVID-19: Guidance for 
Homeless Providers in Northern Ireland (Updated 25 August 2020) and 
Housing support crucial in this crisis (27 March 2020). 

 

 
79  The Scottish Government, Night shelters to be phased out, 8 October 2020 
80  Local Government Association, published Lessons learnt from councils' response to 

rough sleeping during the COVID-19 pandemic, 19 November 2020, 

https://www.gov.scot/news/helping-communities-affected-by-covid-19/
https://mailchi.mp/f25090e29ede/all-in-for-change-3904905
https://www.gov.scot/publications/coronavirus-covid-19-homelessness/
https://www.gov.scot/publications/coronavirus-covid-19-homelessness/
https://www.gov.scot/publications/homelessness-and-rough-sleeping-action-group-final-report-tackling-coronavirus/
https://www.gov.scot/publications/homelessness-and-rough-sleeping-action-group-final-report-tackling-coronavirus/
https://homelessnetwork.scot/2020/07/15/harsag-recommendations-and-next-steps/
https://www.gov.scot/publications/ending-homelessness-together-updated-action-plan-september-2020/
https://www.gov.scot/publications/ending-homelessness-together-updated-action-plan-september-2020/
https://gov.wales/written-statement-covid-19-response-homelessness-and-rough-sleepers
https://gov.wales/written-statement-covid-19-response-homelessness-and-rough-sleepers
https://gov.wales/continuing-support-homeless-people-during-coronavirus-pandemic-local-authority-guidance
https://gov.wales/continuing-support-homeless-people-during-coronavirus-pandemic-local-authority-guidance
https://gov.wales/welsh-government-unveils-package-support-keep-people-their-homes-and-end-homelessness
https://gov.wales/welsh-government-unveils-package-support-keep-people-their-homes-and-end-homelessness
https://www.health-ni.gov.uk/publications/covid-19-guidance-homeless-providers-northern-ireland
https://www.health-ni.gov.uk/publications/covid-19-guidance-homeless-providers-northern-ireland
https://www.communities-ni.gov.uk/news/housing-support-crucial-crisis-hargey
https://news.gov.scot/news/night-shelters-to-be-phased-out
https://www.local.gov.uk/lessons-learnt-councils-response-rough-sleeping-during-covid-19-pandemic
https://www.local.gov.uk/lessons-learnt-councils-response-rough-sleeping-during-covid-19-pandemic
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5. Background information on 
rough sleeping and 
homelessness in the UK 

The following House of Commons Library briefing papers provide 
further information about homelessness and rough sleeping: 

• Households in temporary accommodation (England) (October 
2020) 

• Statutory Homelessness in England (September 2020) 

• Applying as homeless from an assured shorthold tenancy 
(England) (July 2020) 

• Rough Sleeping (England) (April 2020) 

• Rough sleepers: access to services and support (England) 
(October 2019) 

• Local authority homelessness statistics (England) (January 2019) 

• Housing first: tackling homelessness for those with complex 
needs (July 2018) 

The Scottish Parliament Information Service has published a briefing 
on Homelessness in Scotland (November 2019). 

The Welsh Parliament Research Service (Senedd Research) has 
published ‘What’s being done to end homelessness in Wales’ 
(November 2019). 

The Northern Ireland Research and Information Service has 
published The many faces of homelessness in Northern Ireland (March 
2017) and What do we know about homelessness in Northern Ireland? 
(June 2016). 
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https://researchbriefings.parliament.uk/ResearchBriefing/Summary/SN02110
https://researchbriefings.parliament.uk/ResearchBriefing/Summary/SN01164
https://commonslibrary.parliament.uk/research-briefings/sn06856/
https://commonslibrary.parliament.uk/research-briefings/sn06856/
https://researchbriefings.parliament.uk/ResearchBriefing/Summary/SN02007
https://researchbriefings.parliament.uk/ResearchBriefing/Summary/CBP-7698
https://researchbriefings.parliament.uk/ResearchBriefing/Summary/CBP-7586
https://researchbriefings.parliament.uk/ResearchBriefing/Summary/CBP-8368
https://researchbriefings.parliament.uk/ResearchBriefing/Summary/CBP-8368
https://sp-bpr-en-prod-cdnep.azureedge.net/published/2019/11/6/Homelessness-in-Scotland/SB-19-69.pdf
https://seneddresearch.blog/2019/11/05/whats-being-done-to-end-homelessness-in-wales/
https://www.assemblyresearchmatters.org/2017/03/13/many-faces-homelessness-northern-ireland/
http://www.niassembly.gov.uk/globalassets/documents/raise/publications/2016-2021/2016/communities/4216.pdf
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